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The Seventh Book in the USA Today Bestselling SeriesTry the first book, Into the Darkness, for

free.Jonas isn't the kind of guy to submit to the expectations of others, even when his life is on the

line. So when he wakes up in the cell of a dungeon with torture devices hanging on the wall, he can

only think one thing: this should be fun. What he didn't expect, however, is the beautiful but broken

female pitting herself against his resolve. For once, the pain of his past is shallow in comparison to

another, and he wants nothing more than to extinguish her pain.When Sasha realizes one of her

own has been taken, the gloves come off. Using her ever-expanding resources of both human and

non-human magic workers, she sets out to battle the most advanced, most experienced magic

worker in the world. Regardless of being completely outmatched, Sasha and Stefan rush to Jonas'

aid.
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BY FAR THE SWEETEST BOOK IN THE SERIES.It's not all sex and violence with this cast; for a

race of violent-prone warriors with a problem in the conceiving department, they're very dedicated to

family and protecting pregnant ladies and children, regardless if they're theirs.I absolutely LOVED



this one because Sasha and Stefan's kiddies were in here (okay the epilogue) and I totally melted at

seeing their kids! They're basically a mixture of my fav couple! How awesome is that?! *cough*

Anyway, this centered around getting Jonas back. Smaller stuff presented themselves, like the

importance of family, acceptance, owning your demons, etc. For the first time, we get a heavy dose

of Jonas' hidden side, and it was a little heady for me. He went from this annoyed, scary guy that

you can't really be afraid of to this tortured soul who's actually really sweet. Took me a while to get

into this new side but I loved it all the same.I'd give this five stars, but a few scenes too many were

just dragging to the point of having me skip pages to get to the point. I dislike skipping pages

because I'm not literally reading the whole book, but at the same time, I'm not skipping anything but

major details on things that act more as fillers than anything productive. Because this book was all

about getting Jonas back, it meant that there would only be a handful of days in this. Meaning, that

a lot of in-betweens were lengthened to fill up the waiting time. That's just my personal opinion,

however- I felt that a few scenes really were dragged out, and it killed my mood for reading at the

pace I was going. At times I had to psych myself out to deal with the details. I don't want to feel like

I'm doing a chore in any given time of the books I love.The new addition to Sasha's family is

awesome and perfect for Jonas, and I'm really glad that this was still mostly Sasha's story. I love her

and would hate to see her go. I already have Charles in my kindle and I cannot WAIT to see more

kids in the mansion and move lovey-dovey with the sex and violence.I highly recommend this series

because it's outrageously funny, hot, violent and entertaining. The writing is great with each distinct

personality, the dialogue is either hilarious or actually relevant, and Stefan's culture really inspires

some interesting concepts and conversations. I don't know how I ever lived without knowing this

world existed.

Yep, this is what we wanted for Jonas. You might want to skip this one if you don't like a bit of

BDSM or just skip those pages. They add to the development of both the main characters in this

book and explain much of their thinking and attitude so perservere if you can LOL>This book series

is getting better as it goes along, mainly because we all know the characters and have favorites to

root for along the way. Hopefully we will get a book sorting out Charles in the near future.Highly

recommended reading if you enjoyed the earlier books. If you are new to the series it is best to start

at the beginning as you will get much more enjoyment from this book once you have the back

stories so far.

In this 7th of the Darkness series, Ms Breene features the scarily tough and emotionally pain-filled



Jonas. However, Ms Breene does not leave out any of the characters from the previous six books.

Jonas is captured, and all from the Mansion, his "family," are out to find him. Romance and fighting

and magic and smart-mouth retorts run through this capably tight novel. The only reason for a

four-star rating is due to the short length. If I could give it a four-and-a-half, I would have done so. It

probably didn't need to be longer, but the characters and their relationships are so much fun, I am

sorry it ends so soon. Yes, the story can be a bit predictable, but it leaves me free to appreciate the

characters more. If you like fantasy and magic and honorable folks doing good (humor thrown in),

you will be entertained.

Jonas is a person that you can't help but love! Yes he's tough, and mean, and ornery, and rude, and

will tell it like it is, but he is also caring, and nice, and has a soft side that shines! I'm so glad that he

got his own story, but loved the book because all the main characters from all the other books still

played a role. This is my third time reading this series and I still love it as much as the first read. K.

F. Breene is AWESOME!

I almost gave up on this series after Shadow watchers. I've read this book in one sitting and that

doesn't happen often. Beware of BDSM parts if you do not tolerate this but it is unavoidable and

quite predictable. This is Jonas after all. Emmy was likable, what we saw of her. Could've been

deeper but it is impossible to tell such painful story (there's Jonas' too) and have enough romance,

action and humour to round up a book and all that in 150 pages. All on all, not great but it is a solid

read and Jonas did get his HEA.

Sasha and Stefan have led the clan into the age of humans learning magic at their school. It

appears the mysterious stranger has returned, and this intruder is not part of Tim's clan. Just when

they thought is was safe to come up for air, Sasha is having twins, Cato is gone a d Jonas has been

captured.Who is this new organization that tries to kill Sasha and kidnapped Jonas? Will Sasha's

twins make it to term?? The book will answer all of your questions. This book was fascinating. I

fought every fight with Sasha, Tim, Jonas, Charles, Ann and southland. Tears will fall, but love will

prevail.

Breene is easily as good as George R. R. Martin. And this comes from someone who loves Martin's

writing enough to avoid the tv series until he finishes the written series. You will laugh with her

characters, cry with them and hold your breath with them. I have read this whole series in less than



a week. I find myself impatient waiting for the evenings when I have time to get back to my reading.

I cannot praise this author high enough. Seriously I can't find sufficient words! Be warned, her style

is fun, and highly addictive. :) you're gonna love it!
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